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Ben Willson
Grant Tanner

What’s In This Guide?
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Practice Growth Secrets

Quick Tricks for High Impact

+ a BONUS trick that no one uses

All designed to get your phone ringing, non-stop.

GET PROPOSAL

If you’re awesome, share this:
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Ok, But What’s Specifically In This Guide?
Part 1: Practice Growth Secrets

Part 2: Quick Tricks for High Impact

•

Clarify Your ‘Message’

•

Videos for Best Engagement

•

Targeted Offers to Targeted Audiences

•

Effectively Trained Staff

•

Websites vs. Funnels

•

Online Booking System

•

Reviews and Testimonials

•

Digital Intake Forms

•

Paid Advertising: Google Ads vs. Facebook Ads

GET PROPOSAL
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Who Is Patient Rainmaker?
We Help Prosthodontists Get More Patients

Through custom built pay-per-click campaigns, high
converting landing pages, and robust analytics, you’re
gonna get more out of your PPC than ever before.
Ben Willson
Sales Funnel & Conversion Expert
With a focus on continual improvement, we help by
improving conversion rates, quality scores, and click
through rates through PPC and landing page testing, so
that all your metrics are moving in the right direction.

And with no contracts, full transparency, and history to
prove it, we’re sure to get you kicking some serious
butt, fast.

GET PROPOSAL
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Grant Tanner
Paid Advertising Expert
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Why Prosthodontic Practices
Need Conversion Marketing
When it comes running a Practice, Prosthodontics face
similar issues to other Practice types. There are expenses
for covering equipment, employees, software, among
other things.
There are challenges of running an effective team that
delivers outstanding patient experiences, as well as the
issues of new patient acquisition.
The unique problem that Prosthodontists face is that they
receive referrals from General Practitioners which can
become some of the Practice’s highest revenue sources;
however, these referrals are often unreliable for your
practice’s fiscal financial health due to the sparse variance
of referrals which come, based on patient problems and
the relationship with the referring Practitioner.

We interviewed several Practice owners who have all used
a 3-prong systematic approach to new patient acquisition.
The first is by building relationships with General
Practitioners, the second is by delivering quality to
patients and having them refer friends and family, and the
third prong is by directly going to the patient.
We can’t build those relationships for you, nor can we
deliver quality service to your patients, but we CAN show
you effective ways on what we’ve created and learned for
our clients for marketing directly to patients and the
results that have stemmed from our work.
Let’s get to work!

Ben Willson

Co-Founder of Patient Rainmaker
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“Having a practice that is trying to grow without new
leads will fail, you have to have a multi-prong approach to
generating new patients through your own marketing
efforts, especially in today’s environment.”
- Dr. Sundeep Rawal
(Florida Prosthodontics)
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Clarify Your Message

“If you confuse, you lose”
- Donald Miller
(StoryBrand Marketing)
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The Key To Being Seen, Heard, And Understood
As a Conversion marketing agency, we understand how
mind-numbing it is to spend time, resources, and
precious dollars on new marketing efforts.
If you’ve ever tried marketing your practice and just
heard crickets, you’re not alone…
The answer to this problem is actually quite simple.
We’ve found from our own research through marketing
and our clientele that the public doesn’t know what a
Prosthodontist is, what they do, and worst of all, they
definitely don’t know WHY they should see a
Prosthodontist when it sounds like it would cost 100x
more than a General Dentist.
The solution is to clarify your message.
This starts internally as a practice then gets broadcasted
out to your current patients, referring practitioners, and
new patient prospects.
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“a prostho-what?”
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Your Message of “WHY”
After spending hours upon hours on phone calls prying
information out of our Prosthodontist Clients, we
learned the true value of WHY an individual should see
a Prosthodontist.
It’s not just that Prosthodontists do the work better…
but it’s that a Prosthodontist restores confidence and
beauty to the individual.
When a person has bad or missing teeth, it doesn’t just
affect them externally (aesthetically), it can damage
them internally (emotionally); which leads to a lack of
confidence to perform at work, feeling embarrassed to
talk to friends and colleagues, or even avoiding eating at
family dinners, ultimately causing their relationships to
suffer.
The quality of life that comes from our smile is more
than just the structure of the bone or prosthetic, it’s
part of our identity.
Image Source: NBC News
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“Prosthodontist” = Restoring Confidence
If the public knew that a Prosthodontist was the key to
their confidence and overall success, moving forward
with the right procedure would no longer have friction
in the process.
When marketing your practice, sharing the RIGHT
message will change the way your practice and services
are viewed and will bring in the RIGHT patients who are
looking to solve their REAL problems.
Remember, you’re not just restoring smiles… you’re
restoring confidence too!
Google Keyword Monthly Searches: “Dentures” (49.5k)
are searched 2x as much as a “Prosthodontist” (22k) and
“Dental Implants” (90.5k) is searched nearly 4x as much.
It’s not that prospects are only searching for solutions
based on procedure type, the word “Dentist” is searched
30x more often than “Prosthodontist”.
Screen Capture of Actual Google Keywords for Search Results
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Targeted Offers

“If [you] put the right offer in front of the wrong
demographic, it’s going to bomb.”
- Russell Brunson
(ClickFunnels)
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One Offer For One Type Of Audience
Healthcare is confusing... there is no doubt about that.
If your services aren’t clear of what you do, but also
WHY it’s important to have the work done, and done
correctly, then the likelihood of lower loyalty from
current patients, lower interest from prospects, and
lower referral deliverables from other Practitioners are
mostly likely 90% of the problem.

Products/Services vs. Offers:
•

Since you can’t do the same work for every mouth the
exact same way, the procedure you advertise shouldn’t
be the same for your entire demographic.
In fact, the way you market to the male population is
different than the way you market to a female
population.
This means that the message has to change, the pictures
and videos need to be different, and even the benefits
of the offer has to be unique to the audience you are
marketing to.

Offers are many products/services wrapped into a
package that solves the overall problem.

Make an offer that is easy to understand and addresses
the internal problem while solving the external problem.

GET PROPOSAL

As a Prosthodontist you know that not every mouth is
the same and definitely does not have the same
problems.

Check out the case study example on the next page…

If you’re awesome, share this:
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Case Study Example
The Audience: Women 55+ who already have Dentures (and
may have problems with them uncomfortable and/or low
functionality)

We ran this campaign for a client in North Carolina and
were getting 3-4 new qualified leads a day that were
scheduling appointments for their Denture Work-up.

The Offer: Free Denture work-up (consultation, molds made,
oral cancer screening) [Value of $197].

The message that was presented solved an internal problem
that a Grandmother would relate to, spending time with her
Grandchildren.

-- An additional service to complete the offer is for those
that qualify (fills out a survey, or completes a task such as
calling in or booking an appointment within a certain time
frame, something that gets them to act right then and there)
got a Free chairside soft-reline [$500 an Arch, $1,000 total
value].
--This offer allowed prospective patients to come in and
meet the Prosthodontist and have a positive experience
with the Prosthodontist, while the Prosthodontists gets to
examine the prospect and create a solution for a patient that
is now likely going to get treatment.
The Message: Restore your confidence in your smile so you
no longer have to hold back from enjoying quality time with
your grandchildren.
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While this ad was successful when we targeted Women
55+, it didn’t resonate that well with Men 55+ (even when
we changed the picture). We had to revise the emotional
touch points that a Man would have in his later years which
is to enjoy quality meals and feeling adored by his spouse.
The message you share with your prospects needs to be
tailored to each type of individual that you’re marketing to.
If you think of the way you’ve been marketed to, what types
of messages did you resonate with? Your patients are the
same way.

If you’re awesome, share this:
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Websites Vs. Funnels

“the sales funnel is a multi-step, multi-modality process
that moves prospective browsers into buyers”
- Ryan Deiss

(DigitalMarketer.com)
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Is Your Website Doing More Harm Than Good?
Most Prosthodontists have a website of some kind, but
more often than not, that website caused a financial
hindrance that never gave a positive return on
investment.
In fact, outdated or poorly designed websites are
hurting the practices’ reputation more than if the
website never existed.
Just like technology is constantly evolving in Dentistry
with advancements of how you practice, the Online
Marketing world has erupted in advancements at a
rapid pace as well.
If you still don’t have a modern website that is
optimized for mobile, or you’re still advertising with
newsletters or mailers, you’re behind the times… by
several years.

GET PROPOSAL
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Before you run off to hire a web designer to build you a
modern website, it still won’t be worth your investment
because websites need to be more than just a “pretty digital
representation” of your Practice.
Once you’ve clarified your Practices’ message, created an
offer for a targeted audience that solves their specific
problem, you need to build an online funnel that is simple, yet
powerful when it speaks to the exact targeted visitor.
A funnel moves people through the conversion process.
The visitor enters your funnel (traffic), and your job is to
convert as many as possible into paying patients who need
the work done, yet are willing and able to afford your
services.
It’s the actual web-pages that will make the secret formula of
your funnel work; this formula is effective by eliminating
prospects along the way that either don’t need the
procedure, can’t afford your services, or may simply be
“looking around”.

GET PROPOSAL
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Page 1: Landing Page
with Targeted Offer

Lead Funnel Example
Page 2: Qualify Lead
& Gather Additional Info

GET PROPOSAL

Page 3: Get Prospect
to Commit (Schedule Appt.)

If you’re awesome, share this:

Page 4: “Thank-You” Page
with Additional Info
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Don’t Snooze On Reviews

“90% of Consumers Read Online Reviews
Before Visiting a Business”
- Myles Anderson
(Bright Local)
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Reviews = New SEO for Local Business
As we know, most people don’t know what a
Prosthodontist is; by having others share the benefits of
seeing a Prosthodontist, those who are in similar
situations can see the clear solution to their problems.
Use reviews on websites, newsletters, advertisements,
blogs/articles, social media (Facebook), and directory
websites (Google & Yelp).
I’m sure you’ve heard the term “SEO” (Search Engine
Optimization), in fact, most businesses have probably
been sold on the magic of SEO, but the truth is that the
type of SEO local businesses need are not the type of
SEO they are sold.

A few years ago, there was a wave of SEO companies
making promises of “Free” traffic to your website, but
after months and months of paying for an SEO company
to write articles and put in the best keywords that rank,
you might have finally given up the hope of this “Free”
traffic from Google, Bing, or Yahoo.
The truth is that your practice does need content, but
not the type that you think. Local businesses need to
get their content from customer/patient Reviews on
authority sites such as Yelp, Google, and Facebook.
HealthGrades is a good source too, but in terms of rank,
it’s optional, whereas the previously mentioned sites are
an absolute must.
Using the ’Golden Testimonial’ Questions, you can
receive an amazing review of your practice which builds
trust from the public because others have
recommended your services.

GET PROPOSAL
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Organic Growth Strategy By Reviews
If you’ve taken the time to clarify your message, it’s
important that your patients become part of your brand
when advocating your practice.
There are several 3rd party software companies that
can automate the review process for your business and
syndicate the review to several authority sites.
If your PMS doesn’t already have this capability
integrated, you can find some that are meant for the
Dental industry such as Birdeye.com, Doctor.com, and
several others.
The tool is only as good as the way you use it though
and your message needs to be consistent along every
platform that your prospects are looking at.

Click Here to Download the
‘Golden Testimonial Questions’

We use a series of questions that evoke emotion and
compelling stories for testimonials with the Golden
Testimonial Questions.

GET PROPOSAL
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Get Stars [Reviews]… A Lot Of Them

*Actual Screen Capture of Google Search
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Ultimate Ads Battle: Facebook Vs. Google

“Content is King, but Engagement is Queen
and She Rules the House.”
- Mari Smith

(Social Media Thought Leader)
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Types of “Traffic” [People]
This is where the magic begins for our clients’ campaigns.
There are 3 types of traffic (site visitors/prospects):

1. Cold traffic: A potential patient that doesn’t know you or realize they have a problem.
•

Your Goal: Get their attention and become relevant to them.

2. Warm traffic: A potential patient that realizes they have a problem, but they don’t quite trust
you enough to book an appointment.
•

Your Goal: Help them see your value as a Prosthodontist.

3. Hot traffic (Highly Qualified Prospect): A potential patient that understands their problems and
are actively looking for a solution; they are ready to engage with your practice.
•

Your Goal: Meet with the patient and move forward with a treatment plan.

GET PROPOSAL
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From Cold to Warm to Hot
If you’ve paid for online advertising in the past, you’ve
most likely paid for “Search” traffic to hopefully get a
relevant click from someone searching, using keywords
that you or your marketing team have pre-determined
to be a good match.
The biggest problem we’ve seen with this strategy is
that it’s the only paid advertising that a practice does.

Imagine spending $15/click with 30 clicks a day, only to
have one of them call you or enter their email…

In reference to the types of traffic mentioned above,
Google search is best used as a secondary strategy for
PPC campaigns.

That’s $450/day in ad spend without any guarantee
that you’ll turn that prospect into a paying patient.

While it may seem counter-intuitive, the likelihood of
gaining a lead using this tactic has about as much
variance of dependability as relying on referrals for your
practice.
Google Ads are effective for ‘Warm’ traffic for people
who know they have a problem and are actively looking
for a solution.

GET PROPOSAL

When a prospect is searching on Google, they might
end up taking action once they find a practice that they
feel comfortable with; however, after years of
experience of online marketing, the truth is that 97% of
visitors will leave your website without taking any
action.

The best way to get prospects to take action is by
moving them from ‘cold’ to ‘warm’ to ‘hot’ through a
series of steps in a marketing funnel.
You build brand reputation by helping your target
audience realize that your practice is the solution to
their problem before they go searching on Google and
compare your website against your competitors

If you’re awesome, share this:
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‘Jeanine’ - Case Study Example
A good example of why Google Search Ads SHOULDN’T
be your ONLY paid advertising strategy: A woman in her
mid-60s, we’ll call her Jeanine, has had Dentures for
several years but has since moved to another state since
getting Dentures.
She’s never heard of a Prosthodontist before and her prior
Dentist did the work.
One day, as she was getting ready to watch her
grandchildren, she knocked her Dentures off of the
bathroom sink and cracked the Denture.
She isn’t quite sure what to do so she takes to the internet
and searches on Google “How to fix dentures”.
Now, you’d imagine that since your PPC campaign has the
word “Denture” in there that you’d be relevant, but the
problem is that you’re in competition against 1000s of
other businesses.

Screen Capture of a Real Google Search
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‘Jeanine’ - Case Study Example
(Continued)

Jeanine only lives a few miles away from your practice
but she might as well live on the other side of the planet
due to the fact that your website isn’t going to show up
unless you want to spend $100s of dollars per click.
You can then hope that your landing page tells a
persuasive story about how you and your team can not
only fix Jeanine’s dentures, but you can upgrade the old
Dentures to new ones, that give her more functionality
and a more natural beautiful smile.
However, Jeanine will never find your practice by
simply searching in terms and phrases that relate to a
problem that she is currently having.

How you do this is through Facebook advertising.
Jeanine might have searched on Google looking for a
solution to her Denture problem and probably missed
your ad, however, since she is in the market of looking
for a solution, you can set up a targeting campaign that
narrows down to Jeanine’s interests and online
behaviors.
After you’ve clarified your practice’s message by finding
out the internal conflicts to your prospect’s external
problems, and you’ve defined your offer, it’s now time
to go share your message and offer with those that are
looking for a solution.

The way that works best to find Jeanine and not have to
worry about fighting against the big brands and
corporations is by targeting Jeanine.

GET PROPOSAL
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‘Jeanine’ - Case Study Example
(Continued)

Jeanine is in her mid-60s, she lives a couple miles away
from your practice, and she’s been looking on Google on
how to fix her outdated and cracked dentures.

Depending on your city, you should have a potential
reach of 70,000 - 150,000 people who meet these
qualifications.

Based on her demographics, you would set out a
‘Traffic’ campaign with the demographics for:

You can even improve the chances of the quality of
your campaign by selecting “Income:

-

“Women”

-

‘$75,000-$99,000’

-

“Ages 55-65+”

-

‘$100,000 - $124,999’

-

“Location: 20 Mile radius”

-

‘$125,000 - $149,999’

-

'$150,000 - $249,999’

Detailed Targeting (People who match) in
Interest/Behavior selection :
‘Crooked Teeth’, ‘Tooth Loss’, ‘Dental Care’, ‘Bad Teeth’,
‘Implants’, and ‘Oral Care’.

GET PROPOSAL

Having the Income level included ensures that when
you get a lead through to your funnel, you already know
they have a higher potential of affording your services
and valuing the work you perform.
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‘Jeanine’ - Case Study Example
(Continued)

If you start your ads with a couple dollars a day,
Facebook’s algorithm will start finding your new
potential patients based off of your criteria and will
place your targeted ad for the special offer you put
together just for that person.
Jeanine is just one of the 70,000+ candidates that are in
need of your services, so your ads will be placed at the
right time when people like Jeanine are checking their
Facebook.
Once you’ve launched your ads, you can put a tracking
pixel in your webpage in case Jeanine and others see
your ad, click on it, but might not be the right time or
place to sign up for your offer.

Facebook Ad Example

GET PROPOSAL
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‘Jeanine’ - Case Study Example
(Continued)

You can set up a Retargeting ad that will only be seen
by visitors who have already seen your ad and landing
page, which means that the cost is much lower since
you’re now only advertising to those that have shown
that they are interested in your offer.
Since 97% of people will leave your website and only
3% usually convert, with a good retargeting campaign,
you can get another ~37% to come back and sign up for
the offer.
Imagine getting 3 new qualified leads a day, but once
you turn on a well-written retargeting ad to come back,
you can possibly bump it up by 37 more leads (a day).
That is why retargeting is essential to the campaigns we
run for our clients, because it is pennies on the dollar
with an ROI that exceeds the 4-digit mark [1,000%+].
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Videos: a Secret to Engagement,
Conversion, & Automation

“Using Video to Connect with a Prospect is much more
than a Cold Call; It Humanizes the Selling Process”
- Jill Rowley

(Social Selling Evangelist)
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The Future Of Marketing…That’s Happening Now
Videos are always more effective than text. If you can
Market your practice by using videos, this allows you to
create a relationship with your prospects that can meet
you without you having to actually meet them.
This builds trust right away and it also helps you share
and clarify your message in ways that allow the
prospect to see who you are and what your practice is
all about it.

- Ben Willson

According to Douglas Van Praet, Dr. of Communication
Psychology, written communication (text) is only 7% of
communication as humans, the other 93% is through
intonation, facial expression, and/or body language.
Videos are effective because they allow you to share
the full context of your message and offer in a way that
helps the viewer to recognize that you can solve their
external problems, but also their internal conflicts that
are affected too.

GET PROPOSAL

“As Marketers, We’ve Been Able
to Learn That Videos Convert
153% Higher Than Static Images
and Text-Based Advertisements”
(Patient Rainmaker)

If you have been doing newsletters and emails, you're
only connecting to about 3% of your audience and out
of that is where you are picking your patients from.
However, if you could connect with 97% of your
prospects, your practice would flourish with the exact
patient you're looking for.

If you’re awesome, share this:
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Online Booking & Digital Intake Forms

“60% Conversion Rate for Those That Claim Your Offer at
…Will Schedule Their Appointment Right Away”
- Ben Willson
(Patient Rainmaker)
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The Power of Online Scheduling
This handles the booking process with the least amount
of friction, while also eliminating the hassle for your
staff to be ready to answer phone calls (especially when
some of the calls are from other Practitioners’ offices
requesting information or have other needs that require
your staff’s time and attention).
It also delivers a great customer service message that
you value your patients’ time, and can follow up with
them by phone after they have booked online to
confirm/welcome them to your practice.
From our research, it appears that most Practices use
either Dentrix or Eagle Soft for their Patient
Management System. While those systems don’t have
the ability to put an online booking widget on your
website or social media, there are many third-party
tools that can integrate into the system which can sync
up available time slots with your calendar.
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Digital Intake Forms
With our clients, we have a 60% conversion rate for
those that claim the offer at the start of the funnel and
will book their appointment right away a few pages into
the offer.

Added bonus for online forms is that the information
has already been filled out before the patient arrives
meaning that you can see more patients in the same
amount of time

This is an additional tactic to qualify prospects
immediately and also limits the number of calls that
staff members have to make, which allows them to
spend more time on the phone with the remaining 40%
of the leads.

Third bonus for online forms is less mistakes are made
when entering the information into the PMS.

The next step is by having the prospect fill out a digital
intake form which gathers all the information your
practice usually gets before seeing the patient;
however, now it’s online.
The conversion that happens for your prospect shoots
up dramatically!

We use a software called ‘DigitalIntakes.com’ for our
clients that don’t already have a tool to handle HIPAA
compliant online forms, the tool is very cost efficient
and can handle multiple forms at once using their
“packet” system.
This has been helpful when you need to gather
information from multiple sources such as a parent and
child.

If the prospect is willing to take the time necessary to
fill out the information before showing up, the chances
of her showing up are 8x times higher.
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What To Do Next…

“Take time to deliberate, but when the time for action
arrives, stop thinking and go in”
- Andrew Jackson

(7th President of the United States)
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Join Our FREE Facebook Group

“Marketing Prosthodontics”
Our Facebook group is designed for Practice Owners, Office Managers,
Marketers, Prosthodontists and anyone else in the industry
to share tips, tricks, insights, about strategies and tactics
on getting new qualified patients through the door.

Click to Join the “Marketing Prosthodontics” Facebook Group
http://bit.ly/Marketing-Prosthodontics
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Step #2:
Watch Case Study Video
Want to see how we generated an additional $246,000 worth
of qualified high end patient-prospects within 30 days
WITHOUT word-of-mouth or referrals from general practitioners?

Click to Watch the Private Case Study Video
http://bit.ly/prm-case-study-video
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Step #3:
Schedule Free Business Audit
Not sure if Marketing would work for your practice?
Let’s hop on a call to see what your where you’re at and what your options are.
We may not know how to fix teeth…
but we’re dang sure about knowing what gets people in who need their teeth fixed!

Schedule a Free Business Audit
http://bit.ly/prm-schedule
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Our Promise
As a conversion marketing agency, our purpose for
delivering content such as this and the services we
provide for our clients is to pull back the curtains for
Dental Marketing.
There are “Blackhat” marketers out there that abuse the
Healthcare industry and take advantage of the
individuals who have dedicated their lives to helping
others get the treatments they need.
The problems that arise from these types of “Marketers”
are shameful due to the trickling down of issues of high
costs, ill-informed treatments for their campaigns, and
end up damaging the power that comes from sharing a
message.

“Our promise and mission is to
ensure lower costs for clients to
“pay-it-forward” and deliver
high-quality care without
having to waste thousands of
dollars trying to move those
prospects to act and take care
of their much-needed health.”
- Ben Willson & Grant Tanner
(Founders of Patient Rainmaker)
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